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Foreword

Having been a DON for over 30 years, one of my biggest complaints was there is a lack of reference materials geared to help me do my job. No one had put together a comprehensive guide of policies, employee issues, leadership, successful orientation for the newly hired employee, conflict management, risk management, benchmarking, and delegation to name a few.

I have always said that DONs need a bit of attention deficit disorder to do a great job. If we concentrate on any one area for too long, 20 more issues would have passed us by. DONs have 20 issues or crises coming at them at once. They need to learn delegation, and documentation to survive. After all we are endangered species, aren't we?

I think this book will be the DONs' bible. It brings many pieces of information that are needed to do a great job together into one book. For new DONs, or DONs who may be looking to sit for the certification exam, it is a great learning tool. Seasoned DONs will also benefit by brushing up on areas that may not be our ‘favorites’ or best things to do. No one is an expert at everything, but this book will definitely enhance what you know and are able to do well! You will find additional useful information and geriatric clinical content at www.bcpro.com/downloads/9579.

This book was developed with the NADONA certification exam in mind, taking subject areas of the exam and creating chapters of the books to mirror the subject matter. As a nurse administrator we are much too busy to, as “they say,” recreate the wheel. The information is here, all in a comprehensive format, and easy to understand, well-written, and reviewed by nurses working in the long-term care continuum on a daily basis. This will be one of the most used resources in your office library!
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For those who are not DONs, it would also be a great motivator, and perhaps even a stepping stone to prepare our colleagues who may want to move up in the long-term care continuum as a supervisor, nurse manager, ADON, clinical care coordinator, wellness nurse, and on and on! Whether you work in assisted living, skilled care, adult day care, rehab short stay, this book will help you. We all have the same situations in different areas of work, but the same goal of providing the best quality of care for those under our supervision, and I am sure you will not regret owning this wonderful resource!

Sherrie Dornberger, RNC, CDONA, FACDONA
National Association Directors of Nursing Administration
President
The Long-Term Care Director of Nursing Field Guide, Second Edition, has additional resources available online, including:

- A bonus chapter on Law and Long-Term Care
- A bonus chapter on Medicare Part A and Part B
- An overview of handheld computers and HIPAA compliance
- Audit tools
- Care planning guidance
- Documentation and the nursing process information
- End-of-life care guidance
- Example electronic media policy
- Example policy for personal communication devices
- Finance and budgeting guidance
- Geriatric clinical content
- And, more

For a more detailed online table of contents and to access the bonus material, go to the link provided below:

Website available upon purchase of this book.

Thank you for purchasing this product!

HCPro
Successful Orientation of the Newly Hired Employee

Hiring a New Manager

Handing the baton to new managers may feel like a ton of weight lifting off your shoulders. You are more than ready to let them work their magic. But when this state of euphoria fades, you will see that you have to rethink your perceptions of newly hired managers. This is not the time to set them loose without considering the following:

• Who will be orienting them?

• What is included in the orientation process for new managers at your organization?

• Have you verified their abilities to meet all aspects of the job description, or are you assuming that if they need help, they will ask?

• Is this the first management position for your new hire? If so, what training/support systems have you put into place for him or her?

Facilities invest a lot of time, money, and effort in hiring and orienting clinical staff. We know that such orientation improves staff performance, increases retention, promotes resident safety, and fulfills regulatory requirements. Why then do we treat newly hired managers differently? You have just spent a good deal of money, time, and effort to find them. You performed background checks, contacted references, interviewed and reinterviewed them, and then hoped and prayed that they would accept your offer. How can you justify not giving your new managers a proper orientation after you exhausted all of those resources to find them?
Making excuses about lacking the time, funds, or resources to orient managers is not an acceptable practice. The absence of a comprehensive orientation process creates a lack of trust and sends the following messages to new managers:

- The organization promised lots of things, but it won’t deliver
- The organization sets unrealistic expectations
- This is why the previous manager left

Your role and position allow you to be the pivotal resource in new managers’ success. Common obstacles to this success include the following:

- Unrealistic expectations for new managers
- The absence of both a formal orientation process and the time to complete it
- The lack of debriefing and feedback to ensure new material is understood
- The lack of a transition period (i.e., everything is dumped in new hires’ laps from day one)
- Misconceptions regarding the role of the administrative person to whom new managers report

Designing an Effective Process

The administrative team needs to agree on the importance of a formal orientation program for managers, beyond the standard orientation for all employees. Look beyond the fire codes, employee handbook, and name badges and reach for another level. If you want new hires to manage and lead their departments effectively, give them the tools and resources they need to do so.

In putting together your formal orientation program for managers, consider the following:

- **Interview recent hires**—Survey your most recently hired managers and ask them questions about their orientation experiences. Explain what you are trying to improve and ask for their suggestions on how to do it.
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- **Bring together “experts”**—Consider asking a seasoned manager, a member of the educational services department, or a human resources representative to lead the orientation process for the new managers.

- **Start building a library**—Begin collecting management resources that would benefit all of your departmental managers. This library can be located in your office, in the education office, or wherever new and experienced managers can access it regularly. Managers should be required to sign books in and out. Resources in your library should include:
  - Relevant journals, such as *Nursing Management*
  - Texts on leadership and coaching
  - Texts that are fun to read and teach leadership principles at the same time (e.g., *Give ‘Em the Pickle* by Robert Farrell)
  - Texts related to customer service
  - References about regulatory agencies
  - Websites
  - Books with motivational quotes (for use on memos, in meetings, etc.)
  - A resource library that is expanded on an ongoing basis

As you develop this orientation process, existing managers in the organization are going to see that they have missed out on something. Take this opportunity to examine your ongoing training for the midlevel management team as well. For example, areas of the orientation that cover skills like fiscal management may prove helpful to a manager who has been with you for two years. Open such sessions to your entire management team to promote the peer-group concept, help build the team, and provide consistency in management practices. Essential elements of this orientation program include the following:

- An introduction to the department philosophy of care (statement of belief that guides nursing actions)

- An orientation process defined in writing, complete with schedule
• Time allotted (three to five shifts) for managers to orient themselves to being staff-level people in the departments for which they are responsible

• Clarification of your role and availability

• Making managers feel welcome from day one (e.g., avoiding responding to them as though their requests are tying you up)

• Setting realistic expectations

• Peer mentors with clear, well-defined roles (in writing) for each new manager

Use the template spreadsheets in this kit to assist you in outlining the orientation and schedule for new hires. Consider the qualifications and certifications required by the job description, and ask yourself, “How have I validated that they are competent in these areas?” New hires telling you during the interview that they are comfortable calculating full-time employees (FTEs), working a budget plan, and understanding standards is one thing—showing they can perform and apply this knowledge is another. Don’t put yourself in a position where three weeks prior to the annual budget process you learn that this manager knows nothing about budgets or reading electronic financial sheets.

Uncover early in the orientation process those areas for which the new employee needs your support or a referral to an appropriate person in the organization. Some key people to consider including in this orientation training are the department managers from:

• Materials management

• Nutrition services

• Fiscal services

• Human resources

• The employee assistance program

• Social Services
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• Risk management

• Quality improvement

The best way to initiate interaction with such people is simply to give the new hires copies of the organizational phone directory and highlight the departments you want them to call. Tell them to schedule some time with these department heads as part of their orientation—and before you send them off, be sure both parties know what you expect them to accomplish. For example, when materials management meets with the new hires, you may want them to explain the following:

• Policies and procedures for routine and emergency orders

• Items that are stocked in the facility versus those that are leased or purchased (e.g., feeding pumps, therapeutic beds, nebulizers, etc.)

• Designated vendors, if any

• How to complete a purchase requisition

• Who needs to sign requisitions and when an additional signature is required

• Current concerns related to the materials management department

• What capital purchase items are

• How to request special orders

When the new hires are going through this process (and, for that matter, all areas of the orientation), support them by allowing them to do these things before getting involved in the other areas of their job descriptions. You have waited this long to hire the person—one more week is not going to change anything. Inform staff and other department managers that new hires are in orientation and that they will not be handed their job responsibilities until orientation is completed. Let whomever has been handling things in the absence of a manager continue to do so for one more week. This decision will send a very important message to all of your new hires: Administration appreciates them and realizes that they need time for training and information to do their jobs well. This is a great retention tool!
Orientation Topics

Here are some steps to guide your orientation.

1. Organizational chart
   Use this as a tool to:
   - Identify where the new managers fit in
   - Identify key administrative people with whom you would like new managers to schedule time
   - Clarify whom you expect new managers to go to as a resource in your absence

2. Manager orientation checklists
   Review these checklists (available in the downloads section) and make changes appropriate to the managers’ positions. Give copies to new hires and clarify your expectations in relation to their orientation processes. Set a target date for completion, and be sure to include a final copy in their personnel records.

3. Competency validations
   If new hires’ roles include direct resident care, ensure that they have completed the competency requirements that a clinical staff person would have to demonstrate.

4. Introduce them to their mentors
   Assign each new hire a mentor from his or her peer group. The selection of this person will play a great role in the transition process for the new manager. Meet with the two of them together to discuss and clarify your expectations.

5. Job description
   Ask managers to closely review their job descriptions and identify areas that need changes or additions as they go through their first 90 days of employment.
6. Clarifying your expectations
Not everything will be spelled out in the job description, and you shouldn't leave new hires to make assumptions about what is expected of them. Therefore, be sure to include the following in your initial discussions:

- Hours you expect them in the building/on campus
- Their availability to the department on weekends, holidays, evenings, and nights
- Their responsibility, if any, to cover staffing holes related to direct resident care
- How often you want them to schedule time with you and the best days/time to do so
- Your leadership style and how they can expect direction from you

7. Preparing the new managers’ offices
Delegate to a secretary or a unit clerk the job of setting up the new hires’ offices and supplying them with the basic essentials. Don’t underestimate how far this will go toward making new hires feel welcome.

8. Communication
Explain the most productive method of communicating with you. It may be a combination of voice mail and e-mail. Maybe you prefer to read your e-mail only once a day, or maybe written notes and memos work better for you. Whatever your preference, share with managers the most effective and efficient way to communicate with you.

You may also elect to set up a weekly meeting date. If you do, help the managers make the most of this time by discussing how to prepare for the meeting and what to bring to it. Items to consider asking your managers to arrive with include:

- Staffing sheets
- Budget reports
- Incident report follow-ups
- Infection, pressure ulcer, and/or other logs for review
• A list of questions they have compiled over the week

• Details about any obstacles that are interfering with their ability to do their jobs

9. Departmental priorities
Outline for managers what you perceive to be the priority needs for their departments. Discuss current issues related to resident care, staff performance, quality improvement, survey, or risk management. Whether they are new to management, the three to five shifts they spend working shoulder-to-shoulder with a staff person will provide more insight into the needs of the department than anything else. This time also gives staff an opportunity to see their manager demonstrate competency and get out there among the troops.

10. Regulatory agencies
Share with new hires any pending compliance reviews by The Joint Commission, state health department, corporate consultants or quality assurance, etc. Determine their comfort level with their accountability to regulatory compliance agencies. If their previous job was held in another state, they may be unfamiliar with the standards in yours.

11. Physician issues
Don’t let gossip be new hires’ only source of information about current physician issues. Part of your role is to help define “professional reality,” and you accomplish this goal when you provide information on medical staff issues and concerns that the organization is currently facing. Also, provide an opportunity for managers to meet with the facility medical directors and house practitioners. Describe how the medical staff committee process works in your organization. Discuss the role and responsibilities of advanced practice nurses (nurse practitioners and clinical nurse specialists) and physician assistants, if used by the facility. You can always defer this discussion to the nurse mentors if you feel it is appropriate.

12. Information systems (IS)
Nothing is more frustrating for new managers than wishing they could get hold of some statistics that would help them in a process and simply not being able to find them—when everyone else knows where the statistics are. Part of the orientation process should include time with IS to share with managers what data is available and how to request it. Include how
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to find information on the Internet or intranet. Describe security measures. Ensure during the first day of hire that new managers receive passwords to access anything related to IS, payroll, time clocks, etc.

13. Committee responsibilities
Outline the committees in which managers will need to participate, along with a schedule of when and where the meetings are held.

People working in healthcare management know very well the stressors, long hours, and never-ending fiscal challenges that confront managers each day. With this in mind, consider the following:

• Have new hires recently relocated to accept this job? If so, ask whether they need any resources related to school for their children, places of worship, etc. Better yet, surprise them with an appointment with a representative of the local chamber of commerce, who has a local phone book and list of community resources ready for them. Did a new manager relocate without any family or support? If so, encourage a member of his or her peer group to join you and the new manager for dinner one evening during the first week.

• Realize that stress takes a physical and emotional toll, and beginning any new job is stressful. Just because you have chosen to work 14-hour days five days a week doesn’t justify laying that expectation on new managers.

• Are the managers going to be in school part time to attain a degree required by the job description? If so, clarify your expectations and work together to balance school and work schedules.

Your ability to demonstrate effective leadership will be a springboard for all the managers on your team. When you demonstrate these practices through a formal orientation program, new managers will feel relieved to report to someone who understands their needs and desire for direction but who is also flexible enough to allow them to demonstrate their competencies.